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ISAF Advertising Code – Category A 
Regulation 20.3 

 
A submission from the International Dragon Association   

Proposal: 
Request for Extending Advertising Category “A” 
The IDA suggests to the Executive Committee of ISAF, that Category A as defined in 
20.3 of the ISAF regulations is extended generally by the addition of wording to 
20.3(a)(d)(i) to allow, boom stickers and backstay pennants as alternatives to bow 
stickers. 

20.3 The following types of advertising are permitted or required as stated and 
apply at all times: 
(d) (i) Boats 

The forward part of the hull on each side of all participating boats 
in an event shall only display advertising chosen and required to 
be displayed by that event organizer as follows: 
- for boats under 6.5 metres, 25% of the hull length, and  
- for boats over 6.5 metres, 20% of the hull length and/or  

each side of the boom,  and/or a flag on the backstay with a 
size of not more 0.30m2. 

excluding bow numbers.  If such advertising is required, it shall be 
so stated in the Notice of Race.  If advertising is for alcohol or 
tobacco, the word "may" instead of "shall" applies; 

Current position: 
As above. 
Reason: 
Dragon sailors prefer stickers on the boom or backstay flags to stickers on the hull, 
because the Dragon hull has a complex curved surface forward. Therefore it is very 
difficult to attach stickers of a meaningful size without bubbles and wrinkles, and 
often the stickers become fully or partially detached during an event. Also the 
adhesive used on current stickers can be very aggressive to varnished hulls and 
owners are very reluctant to use them. In addition boom stickers and backstay flags 
are much better placed for pictures with the crew, and we believe event sponsors 
also prefer them as they give greater visibility. Such advertising worked very well for 
the Class and its sponsors at our recent 75th Anniversary Regatta in St Tropez. 
The reason for allowing a combination of the above would mean that it would be 
easier to attract two major sponsors co-operating to finance an event sharing equal 
visibility on the boats. Over the last few years it has become increasingly difficult to 
attract one sponsor prepared to underwrite the considerable costs of a major event 
which may have an entry of up to 120 boats. 


